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SMOOTHING IT ALL OUT 
  
Miljohn Ruperto’s mesmerizing new work pairs 1960s horror with 
Nineteenth-Century Romanticism   
 

Why don’t we make him up to look like a ghost?” A sweet college girl in a white dress asks 
this seven minutes into “Beta Delta Gamma,” a 1961 episode of Alfred Hitchcock Presents. 
This episode — written by Calvin Clements Sr., directed by Alan Crosland Jr., and 
produced by Hitchcock — unfolds at a beachside frat party. The girl is crouching next to a 
passed-out frat boy named Alan, who has just downed a pitcher of beer on a bet. She 
thinks if he wakes up to believe he has died and returned, he will be terrified. But the five 
others in the room are not so sure. “We’re doing this all wrong,” says a gregarious 
brunette, “Why don’t we really scare Alan?” The brunette suggests they make baby-faced 
theater nerd Mark up to look like a corpse, then leave the two boys alone for the night. 
“Suppose Alan woke up and found that poker in his hand, the end marvelously bloodied, 
and you, Mark, over here, dead?” To haunt Alan with a gruesome death he thinks he’s 
caused, now that would be a real scare.  
 

 
 
Miljohn Ruperto. Still from Appearance of Isabel Rosario Cooper, 2007-09, 16 mm film, 10:10, 
Edition of 3, 3 A.P. (#1/3)  
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One boy finds a sedative in his doctor-father’s medical bag, and the group decides to inject 
Mark with it. Mark resists at first, but peer pressure is powerful. “Do you feel anything?” 
asks the sweet girl in white as Mark goes under. “Yeah, like a moron, for letting that needle 
in,” Mark says before his head drops back. “I’m getting out of here.” 

He doesn’t ever get out, though, because when Alan wakes up and wants to hide the 
evidence of what he thinks he has done, Alan will drag Mark’s body out to the beach and 
bury it as deep and as quickly as he can. When the others tell him that Mark’s death was 
just a joke — and reveal to him what he has done — he will run back out to the sand, only 
to find the beach smoothed over by the rising tide. He will begin to dig frantically as the 
episode ends. Or that’s how artist Miljohn Ruperto remembered it ending: with frantic, 
hopeless digging. Ruperto had seen a rerun of this Alfred Hitchock Presents episode as a 
child and has never forgotten it. He saw it for a second time about five years ago, when he 
tracked down a Season 6 DVD and rewatched it. 

 

 

existential joke.” A joke whose punch line arrives when the characters realize they can do 
nothing. The smooth surface that “hides life and death” would become the key motif in 
Ruperto’s newly finished project, Seven and Five, an installation on view through August 
at the Municipal Gallery in L.A.’s Barnsdall Park. In it, images of the shore proliferate, both 
on TV monitors that play “Beta Delta Gamma” remakes and on cracked canvases that 
remake something older but equally eerie. 

“I remembered it 
wrong,” Ruperto 
says. “Beta Delta 
Gamma” doesn’t 
end with frantic 
digging. It ends with 
Alan shrugging and 
shaking his head on 
the shore, not even 
trying to dig as the 
rising water 
smoothes everything 
around him. “The 
surface hides life 
and death, and one 
spot is as arbitrary 
as the next,” 
Ruperto realized. 
“It’s an - 	  Miljohn Ruperto. Test image for Seven and Five, 2012  
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Ruperto, who has been working as an artist in L.A. for nearly a decade, visited the Alte 
Nationalgalerie (Old National Gallery) in Berlin soon after he rewatched “Beta Delta 
Gamma.” There, he saw Caspar David Friedrich’s painting Monk by the Sea, 1810. A 
German Romantic best known for that striking painting of a man standing on a rock over 
crashing waves, Wanderer above the Sea of Fog, Friedrich spent two years painting his 
monk on the shore. He initially painted other scenes on the horizon, like two sailing ships. 
Then he buried them under the blue and gray expanse of sky. Because the painting “has 
no foreground except the frame,” critic Hermann von Kleist famously wrote in 1810 that, 
“when viewing it, it is as if one’s eyelids had been cut away.” The foreground to 
background, or sky to shore, ratio seemed to Ruperto the “inverse parallel” of the scene at 
the end of the Hitchcock 

Presents episode. Friedrich left only a strip of sand under his sky, and the episode ends 
with just a strip of sky above sand.  

 

 

 

actors via word of mouth and backpage.com ads. “I wanted to take this smoothing out of 
the shore and re-apply it unto itself: the smoothing out of the smoothing out,” he says. In 
Seven and Five, seven versions of the Hitchcock remake, made up of different takes, 
appear on different monitors beneath the five paintings in gold-colored frames. Just like the 
painters from Dafen had to repaint Friedrich’s smooth horizon again and again, Ruperto’s 
actors had to perform each scene seven or more times. 

Seven and Five is mesmerizing. Friedrich and the Hitchcock episode “feel balanced,” as 
Ruperto hoped they would. And even though you know you’re seeing a replicated TV show  

Last year, when curators of the 
new Los Angeles biennial Made 
in L.A. 2012 asked him to 
propose work for the show, 
Ruperto decided to bring “Beta 
Delta Gamma” and Monk by the 
Sea together, but to remake 
multiple versions of each. He 
ordered five replicas of Monk by 
the Sea from Dafen, a village in 
China known for its confluence 
of professional art copyists. 
Then he and a friend, writer-
director Ruben Obregon, 
remade the Hitchcock episode, 
finding 	  

Miljohn Ruperto. Snapshots of copies of Caspar David 
Friedrich’s Monk by the Sea, Dafen Village, 2011. Digital 
photographs.  
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and below-hack versions of a nineteenth-century masterpiece, what you’re caught up in is 
not the ideas of media or history, but feelings: the flickering of the screens, the repetition of 
horizon lines, the smoothed-over shore. 

This is what Ruperto is good at, taking cultural and historical references out of their 
contexts just enough so that the references themselves become gestures and sensations. 
In 2000, he made a forty-four second video called Level. I first saw it when it appeared in a 
2011 show called Out of ____ at Michael Benevento Gallery in Hollywood (because of the 
awkward blank in the show’s title, I kept slipping up and calling it Out of Context). Ruperto 
costars in Level with Claire Danes, and forgives her for something she did two years 
before. 

 
 
 
 
	  

When Danes shot scenes for the film Brokedown Palace in 1998 in the Philippines, she 
told Premiere magazine that Manila “just f–king smelled of cockroaches.” By the time the 
actress publicly apologized, the city council of Manila had banned her movies and Oprah 
and Bruce Willis had threatened to boycott her. In the summer of 2000, before Ruperto 
moved to New Haven to attend Yale, he was in Manila with his cousin. They were watching 
TV one day when Romeo and Juliet, the version starring teenage Danes and Leonardo 
DiCaprio, came on. “I thought she was banned,” Ruperto said. His cousin said she hated 

Appearance of Isabel Rosario Cooper, 2007-09, 16 mm film, 10:10, Edition of 3.  
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Danes, but Ruperto said he would forgive the actress if he ever actually saw her, partly 
because the idea seemed so absurd. Can one person from Manila saying “I forgive you” 
reverse the effect of an offense taken by a whole country? 

That fall, when Ruperto arrived at Yale, he found out Danes was enrolled there, too. He 
asked if she would be in a video with him and she agreed. In Level, he says, “I’m from 
Manila and I forgive you.” She simply says, “Okay.” Neither Danes nor Ruperto explain or 
even mention the past. 

Ruperto tends not to over-explain. From 2007 to 2009, he worked on a series of open-
ended films about a Filipina actress who had been General Douglas MacArthur’s mistress. 
Isabel Rosario Cooper followed MacArthur to Washington D.C. in the 1930s, where she 
lived in a hotel until a scandal prompted MacArthur to offer her fifteen thousand dollars and 
a ticket back to the Philippines. She didn’t leave the U.S. Instead, she moved first to the 
Midwest, then to L.A., where she lived until her death by overdose in 1960. 

Ruperto’s film Appearances of Isabel Rosario Cooper splices together scenes from films 
Cooper acted in and blurs out everything but Isabel; all you see is the actress in different 
guises, floating through a series of blurred contexts. In another film, Reappearance of 
Isabel Rosario Cooper, a ghostly figure sings at the end of a corridor. Though the 
information that exists about Cooper is pitiably small and mostly from MacArthur’s 
biographers, Ruperto isn’t giving the already-obscured Cooper a clearer, better, legitimated 
history. He’s freeing her from history almost entirely. It’s an anti-historical strategy,” he 
says, one that reminds him of the 2002 film The Ring. 

In The Ring, journalist Rachel Keller, played by Naomi Watts, encounters a ghost with a 
hidden history. Rachel thinks she is saving herself and her haunted, terrorized son when 
she finds and then properly buries the remains of a murderous ghost, once a young girl 
who died violently. But when Rachel goes home to tell her young son the ghost is at rest, 
her son becomes frantic and what Rachel realizes next reminds Ruperto of the Copper he 
created. “The protagonist realizes the ghost doesn’t care about being historicized,” says 
Ruperto, and now that the ghost is free from its past and body, it can haunt at will. “It’s in 
haunting that it becomes,” Ruperto explains. “Isabel Cooper’s not a malevolent ghost, but 
I’d like her to be an insatiable ghost.” 

Insatiable things are like contagion; they have no concern for context and don’t stay where 
they belong. The shore in Seven and Five, the “Beta Delta Gamma” and Friedrich pairing, 
is insatiable. The made-to-scale replicas of Monk by the Sea have an over-eager feeling to 
them — like someone has tried again and again to recapture the idea of the sublime 
Friedrich chased centuries ago. It’s the line where shore meets sea that most notably 
differs from one painting to the next. 

When Ruperto first commissioned painters from Dafen village in China, sending them the 
specs and a photo of Friedrich’s work, the result was wrong, almost cartoonish. His friend, 
art historian Winnie Wong, had apprenticed for a painter in Dafen (her apprenticeship and  
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other fieldwork will be the subject of her book, After the Copy, forthcoming from University 
of Chicago Press). 

Each of the remade films play on waist-high monitors significantly smaller than the 
paintings. Ruperto updated the original “Beta Delta Gamma” script, paring down certain 
scenes and giving Alan more time to suffer with his conscience. He also changed the 
ending to match his memory, so his Alan, played melancholically by artist Justin 
Streichman, runs out to the beach to dig frantically once he realizes he has buried Mark 
alive. When he, Obregon, and a small crew filmed at a Malibu beach house over three 
days this last April, the water was a perfect, deep blue. 

Because each of the seven versions consists of different takes, the timing differs slightly 
from one monitor to the next, but at two unforgettable moments, the shore and the rising 
tide fill nearly every screen. The blue tint onscreen approximates the blue in the paintings, 
and your field of vision fills up with sea, sky, and sand repeated. This happens for the first 
time right before the digging and for the second time right after. The movement of the 
waves covers up all traces of the story that has just unfolded, but what’s most striking 
about Seven and Five is that you don’t need signs of Alan’s digging to be haunted. That 
wide-open expanse of too-smooth sand tells you all you need to know. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


